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'Complexity is not inherent in any phenomenon; it is relative to the
conceptions with which we approach reality. It is the task of those who
want peace to identify causes and to clarify them to the point of action ...
Programs require that next steps be reasonably linked with principled
images of a goal. To act toward goals requires that the step be
consciously worked out in terms of its consequences, and that these
consequences be weighed and valued in terms of the goal.'

c.w. Mills, The Causes of World War Three (1958)
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CHAPTER FOVR

Industrial Mobilization and the
Shift to a Long-War Policy:
The Emergence of the Military-
Industrial Complex in Canada

A long 'declared' objective of Canadian defence policy has been to
maintain peace and security at the lowest level of forces. Since the
1950s, Canadian defence policy has been oriented to a short-war
scenario entailing limited defence preparedness. Further prepa-
rations were deemed to be unnecessary. Until recently, it was
assumed that there were neither strategic nor economic justifica-
tions for shifting away from the short-war orientation.

In 1987, however, the Conservative government's white paper
Challenge and Commitment: A Defence Policy for Canada signalled the
convergence of military and industrial efforts to achieve a higher
state of defence preparedness. 1 With the costs and implications of
nuclear-powered submarines capturing the news, relatively little
attention was paid to this seemingly unrelated endorsement.
Nevertheless, it is clear that high-level authorization wasgiven toa
shift in emphasis from preparations for a short war to prepara-
tions for a long war; with the adoption of a new level of defence
preparedness entailing industrial mobilization, a total-force con-
cept, a tripling of Canada's reserve force (up to 90,000), and a
major rearmament program. Shortly after the white paper's
release, the minister of defence, Perrin Beatty, announced the
formation of a new Defence Industrial Preparedness Advisory
Committee and the organization of ajoint Canada-u.s, committee
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to formalize an integrated North American Defence Industrial
Base.

The white paper and subsequent speeches of the defence
minister argued that the policywas in Canada's best economic and
security interests. Although the relationship between these inter-
ests was not made entirely clear by the government, the official
acknowledgment in itself raises some important questions over
both the substance and process of recent defence decision-
making. Was the Department of Defence influencing economic
policy? Were particular sectors of the Canadian economy influ-
encing defence policy? Is there a complex of interests structuring
both economic and defence policy? Whose interests were to be
served by the aforementioned initiatives? How will the formula-
tion of defence policy be affected in the future?

There was a close relationship between the shift to a long-war
policy, defence preparedness, industrial mobilization, a total-
force concept, the reserves, and the planned acquisition of new
equipment. These seemingly diverse defence policies were
integral components of a new strategy that sought to prepare
the armed forces and a defence-industrial base for protracted
conventional war and to build support for military-industrial
interests. The formulation of defence policy in 1987 reflected the
culmination of efforts on behalf of sectors within the defence
industry, recent Liberal and Conservative governments, the
Department of Defence, the federal bureaucracy, and the various
interests represented under the umbrella of organizations such as
the Business Council on National Issues, the American Defense
Preparedness Association (Canadian chapter), the Canadian
Institute of Strategic Studies, and the Conference of Defence
Associations. Close relations have developed between these
sectors and organizations. Their relations are based upon com-
mon interests. The formulation of the 1987 defence white paper
implicitly signalled the emergence of the military-industrial
complex into the Canadian political process.

This chapter willfocus first on the developments that preceded
these policy shifts; second, on the domestic interests at stake;
third, on the initiatives taken by several Canadian organizations to
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effect these changes; and fourth, on explaining the military-
industrial complex and some of the implications for Canadian
defence relations and future defence policy.

BACKGROUND

Since the 1950s, it has been widely recognized that a war between
the superpowers would be of short duration, that a direct military
conflict would either be quickly resolved in political forums after a
conventional attack was slowed or that there was high probability
it would escalate to nuclear war and mutually assured destruction.
Defence preparedness came to be viewed according to the
requirements of nuclear deterrence. To retain a relevant role in
the nuclear age, conventional military forces would have to be
ready and deployed at all times, a condition known as 'forces in
being.' This was a new scenario with marked differences from the
period preceding both world wars. There would be very little time
for the extensive mobilization of troops or industry, and it was
recognized that reserve forces would be unlikely to contribute to
any conflict. Rather than prepare for sustaining a long war,
planners concentrated on the lesser requirements of augmenta-
tion. Given the implications of nuclear war, 'war avoidance'
became a declared, if not operational, priority. At the time, it was
clear that total war was an irrational prospect.

In Canada, acceptance of the short-war thesis was sufficient to
stem an active search for a protracted war-fighting capability. A
long war was not expected nor would it be necessary to prepare
for one. In contrast to the costly mobilization required for a long
war, the new scenario entailed much less expense. The level of
forces, equipment, and sources of resupply could be radically
reduced. Paul Hellyer, the minister of national defence, stated:
'Forces in being which traditionally have been low priority are at
the top of our list and reserve forces which have been the backbone
of our mobilization in two world wars, are moved down the scale
proportionately." Accordingly, Canadian governments restruc-
tured the armed forces to prepare for the limited range of activities
required by the short-war scenario. As Dan Middlemiss attests:
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From the mid-rqyos on, DND has adhered firmly to a forces-in-being
military doctrine. This approach, which corresponded to United States
military doctrinal preferences, emphasized the need for operationally
ready forces rather than manpower or industrial mobilization potential.
For Canada, this meant that the regular forces were to have preference
over the reserves in both manning and equipment; indeed, the 1971
white paper noted that the Reserves had been designated as part of the
'forces in being."

Within a short period, however, it was recognized that the
political endorsement of the short-war thesis would have a
profound impact on the military, altering its traditional role and
challenging its relevance, and an equally profound effect on the
industries involved in arms supply. If there was no need to
maintain forces over an extended period of combat operations,
then there would be little sense in supporting the type of defence
industrial base capable of the timely resupply required for
protracted fighting. Moreover, the role of the armed forces,
particularly the army stationed in Europe, would be largely to act
as front-line hostages to a nuclear trip-wire. Once the line had
been crossed, alliance leaders would have to assess whether to
negotiate or to escalate. For the armed forces this was a new and
somewhat discomforting role. It was not easily supported within
services that had been oriented by military tradition and training
towards the pursuit of victory.

The Trudeau government's defence white paper of 1971 gave
a strong endorsement to the short-war strategy. It stressed the
need to prevent war between the superpowers and to promote
political reconciliation so as to ease underlying tensions. Endors-
ing the pursuit of a non-offensive defence posture, the 1971 white
paper challenged the wisdom of basing security on a policy of
deterrence; it noted the limited relevance of Canadian forces in
defending against a massive attack; and it argued in favour of
reducing Canada's troop commitment to NATO'S Central Europe-
an Front so as to foster economic growth and better safeguard
Canadian sovereignty and independence+

Acceptance of the short-war thesis and the possibility of
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mutually assured destruction certainly reduced military require-
ments. According to William J. Yost, director of operations for
the Conference of Defence Associations and a brigadier-general
in the Canadian Armed Forces until 1980: 'The short-war policy
hurt the Armed Forces and the defence industry." Military-
industrial interests were set back. As might have been expected,
there was resistance to this type of force posture.

Economic and strategic relations would also be affected by
factors such as emerging Western economic crisis and the growth
of Soviet military power. At the NATO summit meeting in
Washington in 1978 it was agreed that the allied nations would
endeavour to increase their defence budgets 3 per cent annually,
and bring their war-reserve holdings up to thirty combat days."
This was one of the first shifts towards defence preparedness and
force sustainment. Several explanations were given.

A STRATEGIC REQUIREMENT?

With a new interest in 'escalation dominance' and preparations for
protracted nuclear and conventional war-fighting arising in the
late 1970s, industrial mobilization and preparedness resurfaced
as an American strategic and industrial priority." Some analysts
have suggested that this was a belated response to the require-
ments of NATO'S flexible-response strategy, which had been
developed in the 1960s to provide decision-makers with a wider
range of military options in a crisis." U.s. General Bernard Rogers,
NATO'S Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR), offered
another rationale for the long-war policy and industrial mobiliza-
tion when he announced in the mid-i qdos that the alliance would
need a major conventional rearmament to accompany any
nuclear disarmament in Europe. Rogers maintained that a
significant buildup was necessary in order to counter an alleged
Soviet conventional superiority. It was also argued that the shift to
a long-war policy and defence preparedness would raise the
nuclear threshold. Perrin Beatty, Canada's defence minister,
explained that 'In the 1970s, strategic thinking changed. Detente
and the prospect of nuclear arms control combined with the
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horrors of the prospects of nuclear war meant that a protracted
non-nuclear conflict would be possible without an escalation to a
nuclear exchange. Conventional forces became more important
in this new scenario, in which the nuclear threshold would be
raised. This in turn meant that the sustainability of a nation's
forces once again became important.'?

However, in an uncharacteristic departure from his depart-
ment's explanation, Lieutenant-Colonel Douglas Bland acknowl-
edged that the change in strategic thinking was unlikely to have
been the primary motive for the current interest in mobilization
and preparedness. According to Bland, that argument 'is not
entirely convincing, for the need for a modern defence industrial
policy has been clear since at least 1967.' 10

Contrary to Beatty's statement, strategic thinking in the 1970S
had little influence on the NATO alliance's operational doctrine -
the risks of accidental or inadvertent escalation from conven-
tional to nuclear war were assumed to remain very high; NATO

retained its nuclear first-use policy; and neither the Americans
nor the alliance had endorsed a strategy that envisaged a
protracted non-nuclear war (long-war) or one that necessitated a
high level of continuous 'near-war' defence industrial prepared-
ness.11 Canadian forces were only asked by NATO to be prepared
for thirty days' sustainment. 12 Few serious analysts sawa conven-
tional war as imminent or probable. 13

As Dan Middlemiss and Lieutenant-Colonel Bland acknowl-
edge, the interest in defence preparedness dates back to an earlier
period. 14 Faced with the prospect of a commitment-capability gap
in the mid-i qyos, the Trudeau cabinet authorized a Defence
Structure Review to assess the tasks, effectiveness, and appropri-
ate funding levels for the forces. According to Bland, 'pressure
from NATO and national groups ... compelled the government to
organize' this review in 1975.15 In order to meet Canada's defence
commitments and appease allied concerns, cabinet instituted a
long-term re-equipment program. It was widely recognized that
Ottawa would have to purchase some major systems if the
Canadian Armed Forces were to retain relevance in the roles to
which they had been committed. But as Middlemiss notes, 'while
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the review initiated the process of rectifying the force structure
deficiencies of the CF, it did so primarily in the context of the
Forces' peacetime, rather than wartime, requirements.r'" For
those who believed that Canada had to maintain a war-fighting
capability to ensure 'credible' deterrence, this program was
unacceptable. At the time, Canada's military credibility in this
respect was a low priority for the government. Other considera-
tions were predominant.

AN ECONOMIC REQUIREMENT?

The Defence Structure Review was not entirely convinced that
the strategic situation justified a major rearmament. A number
of other non-military objectives were being considered. As David
Leyton-Brown and Brian MacDonald acknowledge:

The approval by Cabinet in 1975 of the Department of National
Defence long-range re-equipment programme had a number of addi-
tional objectives: to stimulate production and employment especially in
high-technology industries; to improve the international competitive
position of Canadian industry by encouraging technology transfers to
defence and non-defence firms; to contribute to Canada's balance of
trade; and to achieve a number of other economic objectives (assisting
small business, alleviating regional disparities, and rationalizing and
restructuring certain segments of Canadian industry)."?

A conscious effort was under way in the mid-i qvos to merge
both strategic and economic objectives. But Ottawa's capacity to
pursue this goal was circumscribed both by financial constraints
and by the structure of the defence industry.

After the Korean War, it had become exceedingly expensive to
equip the armed forces and to sustain an indigenous defence
industrial base. The complexity of modern weapons technology
and the fast rate at which they became obsolete entailed rapidly
escalating costs. The high cost of research and development, as
well as the production of armaments, forced many industrialized
nations to specialize in a few areas of expertise and move into the
arms export trade.
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With significant demand generated by the Korean War, the
Vietnam War, and the Cold War, Canada's defence industrial
base became increasingly export-dependent and reliant upon
access to the u.s. market. Since the cancellation of the Avro
Arrow, it had not been geared to serving the needs of Canada's
armed forces. As Ernie Regehr has argued, the defence industry's
first priority was to achieve its own economic objectives rather
than to satisfy Canadian defence requirements. 18 Dan Middlemiss
explains that, even within the government, 'while there remained
a concern to preserve the nucleus of a domestic defence industry
in Canada, the military rationale for an industrial mobilization
capacity was being subordinated to, if not entirely supplanted by,
the more pressing economic and political considerations relating
to balance of payments, employment, and the maintenance of an
important sector of the Canadian manufacturing industry."?
When the re-equipment program was authorized in 1975, this
sector began to attract attention.t" For a short period, there
appeared to be interest in developing an indigenous defence
industrial base. The re-equipment program coincided with the
Trudeau government's attempts to attain greater national control
of the economy. But efforts to develop an indigenous defence
industry were initially frustrated. The defence industrial base in
Canada produced few complete systems. It had long been
conceived in a North American context as a component of the
American defence industrial base. By 1980, however, the govern-
ment reaffirmed its intention to combine military and economic
objectives within a new industrial strategy. The Throne Speech of
April 1980 confirmed this commitment, and the intent to use
procurement policies to advance these interests.21 In 1980, John
Shepherd, the former head of the Science Council of Canada,
wrote: 'The appropriate strategy will be to use defence spending
to intensify research and development in Canada, to build up
Canadian-owned industry, and to build up a systems capability
that in turn influences sources of production. These objectives
must be imposed and planned across the entire span of defence
purchasing, and over a decade or more of activity ... No military
program of any substance should be approved which does not
contribute to these industrial goals.?"
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There remained, nevertheless, a concern that the defence in-
dustrial base would only be able to supply a small percentage of
the armed forces' equipment requirements. In a Conference of
Defence Associations publication, Industrial Mobilization in Canada
(alleged by insiders to have become a very influential book),
Brigadier-General Yost (ret.) argued that 'with the odd exception,
such as Arsenals Canada Ltd., our industrial base for defence is
part of a u.s-dominated continental weapons industry. It is
suggested that we take a pragmatic approach and determine how
this situation can be further developed to improve our national
security, and in so doing improve NATO'S conventional deterrence.l'"

Government support for the defence sector may have been
intended to develop an indigenous defence industrial base, but
these industries remained closely integrated within the larger
North American defence industrial base. Canadians did not even
own or control most of the defence industries in Canada. In Ig86,
approximately eighteen of Canada's top twenty-five military
contractors were branch plants of foreign-based multinational
corporations.t+ This was by no means a unique phenomenon
within the Canadian economy. Concerns about growing trade
dependence upon (and vulnerability to) the United States led
cabinet in Ig81 to consider moving towards a formal bilateral
trade deal with the United States."?

The official confirmation of the shift to a long-war policy and
the need for increased defence preparedness was given by Liberal
Defence Minister Gilles Lamontagne to the Conference of
Defence Associations' Ig83 annual general meeting.f" He an-
nounced that the government had agreed in principle that 'the
Canadian Forces should be able to meet and fully sustain their
commitments in an emergency and, if so directed, further expand
their capabilities."? The long-standing reliance upon 'forces-in-
being' was no longer sufficient.

A flurry of high-level activity followed the defence minister's
endorsement. A Department of Supply and Services document
dated July Ig84 urged that the federal government must take
extraordinary measures to encourage the growth of a domestic
defence industry as a source of high technology,jobs, and export
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income.t" In the same month, a report from the Ministry of State
for Science and Technology provided some indication of the
future agenda. As it stated:

It is no coincidence that some of this century's most awesome scientific
achievements have been made in times of war. Military requirements
create an immense demand for scientific innovation, and a state of war
makes it urgent that these demands be fulfilled.

We do not advocate the creation of a Canadian military-industrial
complex as a means of stimulating technology development. But we do
advocate it's peacetime equivalent: a policy that would effectively utilize
the federal government's immense purchasing power to promote
private sector innovation.

However, the report goes on to point out that

the v.s. experience offers grounds for supposing that technology
development can effectively be encouraged through government pro-
curement practices. In the course of our research, we were especially
impressed by the activities of the v.s. Defense Department. The Defense
Advanced Research Procurement Agency (DARPA), alone spends out
$880 million on state-of-the-art R & D and technology development.
DARPA'S sponsorship of hundreds of risky, state-of-the-art projects -
many of which never result in useable products - has resulted in the
creation of literally thousands of innovative companies and tens of
thousands of newjobs. 29

By 1985,a Defence Industrial Preparedness Task Force (DIPTF)

wasorganized by the Department of National Defence. Its official
purpose was 'to define the approach DND must take to ensure the
industrial sustainment of the Canadian Forces in all operational
tasks.' Unofficially, however, they were on a different mission. As
officialson the task force explained, 'The DIPTF isworking closely
with v.s. Department of Defense industrial preparedness plan-
ners in studying ways and means of enhancing the integration of
the North American Defence Ind ustrial Base.'3° The report of the
task force concluded that 'the North American defence industrial
base approach [i.e., integrated defence industrial preparedness
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planning with the United States Department of Defense] is the
most viable from both economic and security perspectives ...
Defence Industrial preparedness would serve to enhance both
NATO'S and Canada's war-fighting potential.'>' In March 1987 a
charter was signed to formalize defence industrial preparedness
co-operation between Canada and the United States and establish
a orth American Defence Industrial Base organization ( ADIB)Y

Advocating industrial mobilization, defence preparedness, and
a NADIB served a number of military and economic objectives and
attracted a much wider range of interest. To effect political
change and shift the military-industrial agenda in Canada, it was
understood that diverse interests had to be aligned to support the
common objective. As Brigadier-General WJ. Yost (ret.), director
of operations for the Conference of Defence Associations,
acknowledged, 'We decided to get people tied in with the u.s.
[defence] industry and then have them develop a base of
operations in Cana a. I knew they could help us be more effective
and we needed their co-operation. They could help us to get
industry on side here.'33 This sort of coalition-building in military-
industrial relations is not uncommon. As Lieutenant-Colonel
Bland writes, 'Rarely has defence policy for the sake of defence
been motive enough to generate new defence policies in Canada
or, indeed, within the defence establishment. Most successful
policy initiatives have depended upon a harmonizing of the
interests of officials and interest groups inside and outside of the
defence establishment. The defence industrial base is an issue
that developed a constituency.P+ This constituency of military-
industrial interests within both the Canadian state and the United
States was able to mobilize numerous organizations and interest
groups. It became a powerful proponent not only of a NADIB, but
also of a long-war policy, defence preparedness, a total-force
concept, and a wide range of acquisition programs. In short, the
military-industrial complex emerged in Canada in the 1980s as a
powerful determinant of Canadian defence policy.

If we are to understand the factors that compelled the
government to pursue these initiatives, the analysis must go
beyond a cursory review of developments and official explana-
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tions. A review of the interests related to these changes and this
constituency is necessary.

THE DEFENCE INDUSTRY: IN SEARCH OF OPPORTUNITY

The manufacture and trade of weapons and military-related
products has become a multi-billion-dollar international busi-
ness.35 A report on the armaments industry prepared by the
Ontario Legislative Research Services states that 'although Cana-
dian arms merchants - a term that includes both government and
industry - have established a firm place for themselves among the
global arms dealers, efforts to encourage further development of
this profitable venture are setting the pace for industrial and
technological goals of the eighties and beyond.P" As one senior
official in the Department of National Defence stated, 'We want to
get as big of a piece of this pie as we can.'37

The Canadian defence industry's share of this pie grew rapidly
in the 1980s. Whereas in 1974 Canada exported $280.4 million
worth of military products, by 1985 these exports increased to
$1.903 billion.s''

Several developments within the last decade drew considerable
attention and investment to this sector of the economy. First, it
was not a coincidence that the Canadian defence industry's
success over the last eight years paralleled an increase in interna-
tional tension and a major American arms buildup initiated by the
Carter administration. The rapid growth in arms exports to the
United States, according to officials of the Defence Programs
Bureau of the Department of External Affairs, was attributable
simply to the rapid growth in dernand.w In the first two years of
the Reagan presidency, Canada's defence exports to the United
States nearly doubled from $481.7 million in 1980 to $826.6
million in 1981.40 The opportunities arising from the Pentagon's
budget were advertised in an article in a 1983 issue of Canadian
Business entitled 'Hail to the Hawks: Ronald Reagan's $200
billion-plus defence budget is good news for Canadian business.
We're selling the u.s. military everything from cruise navigation
systems to snowshoes.v'
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In 1984 Pentagon officials went on a cross-Canada tour
briefing Canadian industrialists on how they might get involved
in defence production.t" The Pentagon's demand for Canadian
military products contributed greatly to the growth and profit-
ability of this industry sector. Military sales to the United States
have taken place under both the Defence Production Sharing
Agreement (OPSA)43 and the Defence Development Sharing
Arrangement (OOSA).44 Since 1958, the OPSA has ensured that the
Canadian defence industry can bid on many u.s. defence con-
tracts. It guarantees access to a 'cut of the action.' The OPSA is
acknowledged by government officials to constitute a 'partial'
free-trade agreement. But the arrangement also has a reciprocity
clause that commits both parties to purchase the equivalent of
what they sell in defence products. The net effect is clear: the
more defence products are exported, the more are purchased,
and vice versa.

It was widely recognized that there would be significant
opportunities for the expansion of the defence industry. In 1985,
Robert Gillespie of the Department of Regional Industrial
Expansion told the Standing Committee on External Affairs and
National Defence (SCEANO) that 'the total sales of defence indus-
tries, depending upon how you classify them, are in the area of
about $4 billion a year, with an annual work force in the area of
50,000.'45 In 1986, Gordon Barthos of the Toronto Star claimed
that the defence industry was netting $5 billion and providing
60,000 jobs.t" 'According to the Waterloo, Ontario-based re-
search group, Project Ploughshares, the growth is industry-wide:
overseas sales in the aerospace sector doubled between 1985 and
1986; vehicle sales tripled; armaments and munition exports rose
by 30%; and exports of electronic and electrical components by
50%.'47 A poll by the Aerospace Industries Association of Canada
shows that Canadian military contractors intend to boost their
sales by 6 per cent a year through 1991.48 In 1987, the Canadian
Export Association noted that while defence exports were then
running at approximately $2 billion they could reach $5 billion by
1995.49 This was not simply exaggerated defence-industry hype.
Two Canadian political scientists, Yves Belanger and Pierre
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Fournier, wrote that 'in 1988 the total value of arms production in
Canada came to more than $8 billion, and it is conceivable that
production for export to world markets and for use at home could
amount to between $100 and $120 billion over the next decade. '5°

Many people had great expectations that this sector of the
economy would expand with continuous growth.

According to Tom Chell, director-general of the Defence
Programs Bureau (the bureau responsible for marketing Canadi-
an defence products), 'We still estimate between 30% and 40% of
the u.s, procurement dollar is open to Canadian industry, which
runs between $80 billion and $100 billion per year. There is a big
market for our industry there, and our objective is to increase our
share of that market in the coming years.'>'

Whereas it was the external demand arising from the American
arms-buildup that revitalized Canada's defence industry in the
early 1980s, optimism for the future of this sector was generated
bya number of developments and arrangements in the mid-i qdos.

For several years, Canadian officials had been negotiating with
their American counterparts in order to remove the remaining
restrictions on bilateral defence production and trade. As the
defence white paper stated, 'The growing importance of Canadi-
an industry to the overall North American Defence Industrial
Base and the need to enhance further Canada-u.s. co-operation
were recognized at the March 1985 summit between the Prime
Minister of Canada and the President of the United States. In
their joint release they stated that further measures would be
taken ... to facilitate defence economic and trade co-operation
and joint participation in major defence programs.P" In March
1987, Defence Minister Perrin Beatty announced the organiza-
tion of ajoint Canada-u.s. organization to formalize and prepare
the integration of the two defence industrial bases within a NADIB.

Part of the rationale for this move was to guarantee that
Canadian-based firms would retain access to (and expand their
share of) the large u.s. military procurement budget.

For its part, industry was more than receptive to these
initiatives. Lieutenant-Colonel Bland suggested: 'There may be
significant gain for industry in general and some specific indus-
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tries in particular should the defence industrial base concept take
substantive policy form. Indeed, industry is keen to encourage
such an outcome ... But many believe that only a demonstrated
long-term commitment to continue higher levels of defence
spending can convince industrial leaders to commit their time and
money to a defence-industrial policy.'53 Canadian defence indus-
tries expected to receive a substantial share of the contracts
arising from the long-awaited re-equipment program of the
Canadian forces. As it was, the biggest government contracts have
tended to come, not surprisingly, from the Department of
National Defence. In fact, as Stevie Cameron points out, 'most of
the top ten contractors since 1980 have been defence contractors.
Military contracting accounts for a staggering 60 per cent of the
Tory government's total procurement budget. (It wasn't any
different under the Liberals; between 1980 and 1984, military
contracts accounted for 63 per cent of government procure-
ment.)'54 They saw further opportunities arising from the govern-
ment's promise to bridge the commitment-capability gap. Those
with a vested interest in the defence industry certainly appreciat-
ed the new emphasis on industrial mobilization and the adoption
of a long-war policy. Both policies would entail support for the
defence industry through government subsidies and major
equipment purchases.

Moreover, the Defence Industrial Preparedness Task Force,
which conducted a study in close consultation with the industry
and a number of military-industry lobbies, came to the conclusion
that defence industrial preparedness planners will have to
identify, support, and fund 'assured' and 'strategic' sources of
supply.r" As is the practice in the United States, a select group of
defence industries based in Canada will receive special induce-
ments from the government (research and development funding,
annual contracts, and so on) to ensure their production capability
is maintained. In some respects this is an extension of the Defence
Industrial Productivity Program and the Centres of Excellence
Program by which the government had provided privileged
financial and contract support to defence industries. In April
1987, Perrin Beatty announced that the government would
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proceed with a new Defence Industrial Research program that
would transfer military research to the private sector by increas-
ing the funds available to Canadian industry for military research
and development. Canadian companies can now qualify for
grants covering up to 50 per cent of the total cost of applied
research projects relevant to defence.s'' Part of this initiative
involves a new Defence Science Advisory Board, a private-sector
body to be chaired by John Sheppard, now chairman of Leigh
Industries, a defence contractor.

Many defence contractors in Canada adopted a consortia
approach - a division of labour by which they could merge
capabilities with other defence contractors under one umbrella
firm so as to produce complete weapon systems."? It was assumed
that with government funding for the development of a defence
industrial base, these firms would be well positioned to develop
longer production runs of complete weapon systems. Govern-
ment support for the defence sector would not be jeopardized by
free trade or American protectionist sentiments, particularly
after integration within the NADIB. Further development of this
sector was to be encouraged by both the Canadian and American
governments. With multilateral defence trade arrangements,
alliance weapons standardization, the consortia approach, and
the transfer of technology arising from Canada's rearmament, it
was thought that the defence industry would be in a competitive
position to shift into long production runs of complete weapon
systems both for Canada's armed forces and for export abroad.
As a representative of one Canadian firm specializing in defence
products explained, 'In order to arm ourselves, we must arm the
world. That is the reality of the Canadian defence industry.v"

Another development that affected both the armed forces and
the defence industry was the success of the recent U.S.-U.S.S.R.

arms-control agreement to eliminate intermediate-range nuclear
forces. As one defence contractor put it, 'We expect tremendous
expansion. The superpower treaty to ban intermediate range
nuclear weapons means there must be a buildup of conventional
forces in Europe.v?

The prospect of profitable opportunity strengthened this
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sector of the economy. In 1987, Martin Shadwick, a Canadian
defence analyst, wrote that 'Canada's defence industrial base has
undergone a dramatic transformation. Paced by the re-equipment
demands of the Canadian Forces (CF) and abetted by new
government approaches to defence industrial development, the
Canadian defence industry is today considerably larger, more
diverse and more capable of meeting domestic requirements than
it was a decade ago.'?" The profits of the military industry were
expected to soar as a result of the opportunities arising from the
1987 defence white paper, Challenge and Commitment: A Defence

Policy for Canada. As Edgar Dosman acknowledged:

The stakes involved for Canadian business are significant now and for
the foreseeable future. Megaprojects such as the CF-18 program (and
even the maintenance contract), new patrol frigates or nuclear-powered
attack submarines inevitably involve major regional and industrial
considerations. But a host of smaller and less dramatic, but sometimes
exceptionally attractive, capital projects are in the works which (as for
example, in space research) may have potential billion dollar procure-
ment applications. Major export contracts (the Oerlikon ADATS defence
system, for example) are also involved. In short, the re-equipment
program initiated under Trudeau and continued under Mulroney has
achieved momentum, with the latter the beneficiary of a wave of defence
contract-letting and procurement decisions unprecedented since the
Korean war.?'

In the words of the minister of national defence, Perrin Beatty,
'This modernization and improvement program will involve
hundreds of projects and although spread over a period of fifteen
years or more, will present unparalleled opportunities and
challenges for Canadian industry.l'"

Although the government made a commitment to spend $183
billion on defence over the next fifteen years, with approximately
$58 billion allotted to the acquisition of new equipment, the cost
of the total package was seen by many analysts to be considerably
higher. Some business and defence sources predicted that 'the
scope of expenditures the Canadian government has in mind will
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require annual after-inflation increases in the defence budget of
up to 6.5% - which would almost double military spending over
the next 15 years. ,63

It was hardly surprising that three months after the release of
the white paper, one of the defence industry's trade newsletters
appraised Defence Minister Perrin Beatty in the following terms:
'This man is our champion.t'< Four months later it wrote: 'It
(1987) was a remarkable year and the start of something big. The
arms industry, both Canadian and international, is delighted.t'"

Therefore, it is understandable that debates about Canadian
security often take on distinct economic overtones. It should also
be easier to understand why Canadian governments acceded to
cruise testing, to industrial participation in the Strategic Defense
Initiative, and to unconditional NORAD renewal. Over the past
seven years, the Canadian defence industry effectively became a
'trump card' that Americans and Canadians both used when they
wanted to influence defence decisions. This pattern of influence
was possible primarily because the defence industries became of
increasing political and economic importance to the Canadian
state.

Much of the debate over Canadian participation in the Ameri-
can Strategic Defense Initiative focused on the economic conse-
quences and political impact of refusing the American request. In
the hearings that preceded the government's final statement,
numerous representatives of the 'defence' industry (from military
and business associations and private corporations) pleaded their
case for participation on the grounds that it was necessary to
counter the Soviet threat; to maintain respect in Washington;
and, most important, to take advantage of the opportunities open
to the defence industry and the economy in general.P''

NORAD renewal was argued on a very similar basis. All industry
submissions before the standing committee favoured a continua-
tion of the agreement. 67 John H. Simmons of Canadian Marconi
gave what the committee reviewing NORAD considered to be 'a
summation of the general feeling among industry representa-
tives' when he testified that 'it is vital to Canada that the defence
industrial base survives and grows, and it is vital to the defence
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industry that it retains its access to the u.s, defence market and
continues to be considered as part of the u.s. defence industrial
base. To achieve both of these goals, it is therefore vital that
Canada continue to co-operate with the u.s. in defence areas
generally, and in NORAD in particular.r'" The final report of the
standing committee indicated that 'the representatives of defence
and other industries ... raised concerns over the possible impact of
non-renewal of NORAD on Canada-u.s, relations.' They feared
retaliation might take the form of protectionism and a curb on the
flow of information as had happened to New Zealand. Conceding
the probability of such linkage, the standing committee noted that
'senior u.s, officials confirmed that the DD/DPSA (Defence Devel-
opment / Defence Production Sharing agreements) could also be
seriously jeopardized.t''?

There is little doubt that the military industry had a lot at stake
in industrial mobilization, defence preparedness, and a long-war
policy.?? But the defence industry was certainly not alone in this
respect. It is apparent that the federal government had its own
vested interest in the continued success of this industry.

A FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IMPERATIVE: JOBS, HIGH-TECH,

AND ALLIANCE CREDIBILITY

The defence industry has been perceived by the past two
Canadian governments as a means to stimulate export trade,
bolster industrial productivity, and create employment. Improv-
ing Canada's technological base and innovative capability became
increasingly important priorities in the 1980s. The defence
industry was thought to be a catalyst to provide research and
development programs, foreign technology, and technical assis-
tance - all necessary to compete in modern high-technology trade
sectors'?'

'The intention,' said Bill Laycock, director of planning and
analysis in DRIE'S Aerospace Defence and Industrial Benefits
Branch, 'is to transfer something to Canada that has long-term
business potential ... We're looking for benefits that will be good
for Canadian industry. We're looking largely for high technology,
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and beyond that it basically comes out the way it comes out.'?"
According to a former minister of the Department of Industry,
Trade and Commerce, support for the defence industry is seen as
the only hope for Canadian manufacturing. He acknowledged
that the businessmen are after the research and development
funding and the prospects of spin-offs and subsidies. Defence
expenditures were seen as a way of subsidizing industry, as an
industrial strategy along the American model.?" In essence, it was
assumed that the military-induced demand for armaments could
be used to further develop the industrial base.

Moreover, as David Leyton-Brown and Brian MacDonald
noted, 'while defence spending does not form a large proportion
of overall GNP, it has a strong potential impact upon certain highly
desirable industries.Y+ Roger Voyer of the Ministry of State for
Science and Technology testified to the SCEAND that

Canada's defence industry is important, not only because it supports
Canada's defence missions but also because the sector has a high
proportion ofleading edge technologies such as aerospace and electron-
icstechnologies. In viewof Canada's serious and growing trade deficit in
high technology, which reached $12 billion in 1984, all opportunities to
develop what we call 'dual technologies' - that is, technologies which can
be applied to both military and civilian needs - should be exploited. Like
all high technology industries, Canada's defence industry has to be
export oriented.f"

Aerospace and defence were assessed as the second most impor-
tant group of high-technology companies, after telecommunica-
tions, in the country. Electronics and shipbuilding are emerging
as important sectors of the economy. Many of these industries
argued that their long-term viability is dependent upon military
production.Z"

According to Robert Gillespie of the Department of Regional
Industrial Expansion, 'There has been a lot of effort of late in
improving government-industry co-operation in the defence
industry sector."? Recent Liberal and Conservative governments
deserve a large part of the credit for the success of this industry.
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Government assistance has included the funding of research,
development, and production and the co-ordination of market-
ing.?" As the defence industry grew, federal financial assistance
and subsidization of the industry increased commensurately.Z?
The Department of National Defence has been steadily increas-
ing the funds for research and development contracts in Canadi-
an industry. While he was minister of national defence, Perrin
Beatty boasted that 'In the last ten years, the expansion has been
almost sevenfold.T"

Whereas the Mulroney government inherited many of the
defence problems and plans initiated within the Trudeau era,
they made a conscious effort to distinguish themselves from their
Liberal predecessors by actively promoting defence issues.i" The
Conservatives promised to make defence a priority in Canadian
public policy. During the 1984 campaign, the prime minister
trumpeted the Soviet threat and his determination, if elected, to
'honour the commitment.' A white paper would be forthcoming
with additional resources for defence and the armed forces (DND)
would be going 'first class' - in pay, training, weapons, and
equipment.l" Edgar Dosman notes that 'a distinctive Conservative
approach did take shape, with five principal elements';

- the raising of DND'S interdepartmental and Cabinet profile;
a new policy framework to streamline commitments;
a determination to deliver the resources required for their effective
implementation;
a long-term procurement strategy for ensuring a militarily credible
force structure; and finally
the nurturing of a defence constituency in Canada for sustaining
defence policy in the long hau1.83

It was clearly acknowledged that the Conservatives would be
putting special emphasis on strengthening not only the armed
forces, but also the military ind ustry. As the report of the Defence
Industrial Preparedness Task Force states, 'For the first time in
over 20 years, the peacetime preparation of industry in support of
the operational requirements of the Canadian Forces is a priority
of Canadian defence policy.,84
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This 'peace-time' preparation of industry was based on two
assumptions: first, that the defence industry would retain, and
where possible expand, its share of the u .s. defence procurement
budget and of those of its other NATO allies, and second, that it
would benefit from increased capital spending by Canada's
armed forces. If Canada's defence industry received a significant
share of the re-equipment program, it would help pay for these
acquisitions by becoming a more competitive exporter in the
international arms trade.

Industrial mobilization and defence preparedness were part of
an economic strategy premised on 'military Keynesianism' -
using federal spending to 'prime the pump' of the economy so as
not only to generate military demand and production, but also to
foster the growth of other high-technology industries. 85 Attempts
were made to justify new defence initiatives and higher defence
expenditures as being in the interests of regional development,
industrial development, and the Canadian economy in general.P"

Nevertheless, officials recognized that such a strategy had to be
explained as an initiative that was prompted by an external
stimulus and one that would provide greater national security.
Therefore, they explained their strategy as a response to the
imminent threat posed by the Soviet Union.

While the government anticipated an economic and military
return from re-equipping the armed forces, it also expected to
bolster its political stature among the allies, particularly the
United States. It should be noted that the prevailing wisdom in
Ottawa considers Canadian diplomatic influence to be directly
related to the extent to which this country is prepared to 'carry its
weight' in Western collective defence arrangements.P? Since the
early seventies, Canada had been under pressure from both the
European allies and the United States to increase defence
spending.P" In order to garner American support for a free-trade
agreement, the Conservatives governed as if willing to 'bend over
backwards' to accommodate American concerns. While the For-
eign Investment Review Agency and the National Energy Pro-
gram were the first significant bilateral irritants to be cancelled,
American representatives were confident, even before the elec-
tion, that the new government would be assuming a greater
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share of the defence 'burden.T? It would not be long before
the government pursued a free-trade agreement and military
Keynesianism. On both issues they had a powerful ally in
the Department of National Defence.

CANADA'S ARMED FORCES: IN SEARCH OF RELEVANCE

Defence preparedness and industrial mobilization were priority
issues on the agenda of the Department of National Defence
(DND). After a period of relative budgetary neglect and social
alienation during the early years of the Trudeau government,
departmental morale and capabilities declined to the extent that
fears were expressed on the inside as to whether the armed forces
would remain relevant to the defence of Canada.?" Although
military commitments had not been cut back, there were recur-
rent complaints about the armed forces being emasculated by the
lack of resources and modern equipment. It was frequently
pointed out that Canada had been among the lowest contributors
to the alliance in terms of military expenditures relative to GNP.

The defence constituency projected the impression that Canada
was shirking its responsibilities and taking a free ride on the
defence efforts of the allies.?'

Desmond Morton writes that 'in few countries have military
and naval leaders enjoyed less prestige in peace or war.'?" The
armed forces were frustrated without adequate resources to
monitor, patrol, or control Canadian territory, or to carry out
their 'big league "real soldiering" alliance duties.f" As one insider
put it, 'With frozen defence budgets, little support from the
Trudeau government, and unprecedented inflation rates, DND
and the CF adopted a survival mentality, and cut almost all
operational planning in order to concentrate on a few basic
operational capabilities. '94

The cutback in reserves meant that the armed forces lost a
strongly supportive constituency within Canadian society. With-
out a significant acquisition program, it was difficult to sustain the
respect of the allies and the support of the defence industry. In
this respect, a total-force concept, tripling the reserves, and a
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long-war policy with industrial mobilization were particularly
appealing as measures that would strengthen not only the
department but also the larger defence community. Organizing a
capacity for protracted conventional war-fighting was clearly
going to require a level of forces and equipment un heralded in
Canada's peace-time history. Cabinet only had to be assured that
these shifts could be tied to further economic and political
opportunities.f"

'In military affairs as in economics, underdevelopment means
dependency.v" Canadian military dependency led to what might
be described as a 'search for relevance, wherein career and
bureaucratic interests depended upon developing support from
the larger defence community. 97 Apparently the armed forces felt
so psychologically and materially deprived that they assumed
their only option was to seek a broader and more powerful
coalition of allies.v" Edgar Dosman writes that 'by 1984, it was
abundantly clear that unless National Defence could create a
stronger base of support in the defence constituency, it would be
at a comparative disadvantage in the political competition for
scarce resources.v? The Pentagon, NATO, the military industry,
and a number of defence and business associations feature
prominently as friends and allies who champion the interests of
the Canadian Armed Forces.

At stake were the interests of the armed forces; their access to a
share of the budget that would narrow the commitment-capability
gap and begin to restore relevance - credibility at home and
among allies. 100 With the long-war policy, industrial mobilization,
and an expanded constituency, the interdepartmental status of
Defence was expected to increase appreciably. The Defence
portfolio had a substantial $11.2 billion budget, consuming half
of the overall federal capital outlays and some 40 per cent of
discretionary funding.'?' Dosman wrote that the 're-equipment
programs have become very big business. It is no longer a loser
departmen t.' 102

The morale and resources of the department were further
buoyed by the release of the 1987 white paper. As one headquar-
ters general noted, 'There is a psychological aspect to the White
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Paper that people overlook. It's that the government has finally
recognized the problems we have and has made a commitment to
do something about it. That's very important for morale.Y'"

For sectors within DND, however, it was also a strategy to
reduce political control over the department and assure higher
defence spending in the future. Lieutenant-Colonel Douglas
Bland acknowledged that 'the military leadership by and large
embraces defence industrial preparedness as a cornerstone of
national defence.' However, he candidly attests that there were a
number of underlying motives within the defence establishment:

Some senior public servants in ONOsee the industrial base policy as an
outgrowth of government needs to spread defence expenditures into all
regions of the country and into 'winning' technologies. Within this
context ONOhas been expected to play its part. The most obvious way for
ONOto do this is through its procurement network by encouraging
'centres of excellence' and industries already supporting ONO.'Political
and bureaucratic if necessary, but not necessarily for defence,' seems to
be a maxim that provides an opening to increased funding for ONO.If
this emphasis coincides, or can be made to coincide, with defence needs
so much the better ... Not surprisingly, some see the industrial base as an
aid to long-term procurement plans. It is viewed as part of an ongoing
plan to gain control of the Defence procurement program so that ONO
can better direct where, how, and to what purpose 'our money will be
spent'. By identifying and encouraging specific industries, it is hoped
that ONOmay be able to resist some of the arbitrariness of previous
decision-making. It is argued, for example, that a strong ONo/industry
relationship with the aircraft sector might deflect the temptation of
politicians to divert defence dollars from ONOto other departments or
sectors of the economy. 10

4

Whileall three services favoured the shift to a long-war policy and
defence preparedness, it appears that the army stood to gain the
most. 'The Army, for instance, is strongly dependent on mobiliza-
tion and doctrinally committed to the notion that campaigns once
begun can have no predictable conclusion, and therefore, sustain-
ment in war is a primary assumption for Army planners.V'" With
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these new policies the army would expand considerably. As
Major-General Terry Liston stated, 'the Army stands to double in
size,while there willbe a significant increase in the reserves from
today's 30,000 to 90,000 by the year 2000.106

Given a renewed and strengthened commitment to NATO'S
Central Front, the army was in a position to have the CASTBrigade
re-equipped for a heavy-armour role, which entailed the acquisi-
tion of some very expensive new equipment. 107As Perrin Beatty,
then minister of national defence, told the Senate Committee on
National Defence, 'I should also note the complexity of the overall
re-equipment program for the total force army. Over 130

projects, of which 30 are major Crown projects, must be imple-
mented to provide the army with the mobility, firepower and
communication it requires to do its job in Europe and at home.
These projects are complementary parts of a system; they are not
options from which a choice can be made. The pivotal project in
this system is, of course, the main battle tank."o8 The Canadian
defence industry expected to supply a good share of this
equipment. Rear-Admiral T.S. Allen, president and chief execu-
tive officer of EH-Industries (Canada) Ltd and president of the
Canadian Defence Preparedness Association, suggested that 'our
association's focus in the next few years will be upon strengthen-
ing the Army.'109 The army and the defence industry had their
hopes tied to NATO'SCentral Front. It would be very difficult to
justify the additional equipment, the long-war policy, or industri-
al mobilization if they were relegated to a role in Canada.
Furthermore, such a role might be perceived as a signal that the
Sovietthreat did not require a higher levelof defence preparedness.

Considerable support for the long-war policy and industrial
mobilization was forthcoming from a wide base of organizations
and departments which shared similar interests.

BUREAUCRATICINTERESTS

There are at least five departments and numerous other agencies
within the Canadian state that have programs directly or indirect-
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ly promoting the Canadian defence industry and higher defence
expenditures. For example, senior representatives (ADM-Ievel)
from some twelve government departments and agencies were
involved in planning Canada's integration into the North Ameri-
can Defence Industrial Base."'"

In the Department of External Affairs, the Defence Programs
Bureau works as a highly specialized industry and trade promo-
tions group with a mandate to develop and promote Canadian
'defence' products for export to Canada's allies and other friendly
nations. III There is also a Defence Relations Bureau that works
'hand-in-hand' with the Department of National Defence's director-
general of international programs and with foreign governments
to co-ordinate Canada's role in defence arrangements such as
NATOand NORAD.'12

Another state agency involved with the military is the Canadian
Commercial Corporation (eee), which does most of its trading in
Canadian-made military products. This Crown corporation is
administered by the Department of Supply and Services to assist
Canadian manufacturers in marketing their products abroad.
According to an official of the eec, approximately 90 per cent of
their transactions with the United States in the years 1980-4 were
in military products. "3

The Department of Supply and Services (DSS)also handles the
armed forces' contract work, which accounts for roughly half the
contract activity of the entire federal government. 1'4 DSShad a
very strong interest in matters of defence preparedness and
industrial mobilization. As Lieutenant-Colonel Bland notes, 'In
the long-term, DSS officials believe that the goal must be to
develop a military, political, public, and industry caucus of
informed individuals to sustain a truly national defence industries
policy."15

The Department of Regional Industrial Expansion (DRIE)has a
mandate to promote the industrial-benefit opportunities in all
major defence acquisitions. It is responsible for the administra-
tion and success of the Defence Industry Productivity Program.
As Bland attests, DRIE 'is an obvious constituent of the defence
industrial base process.v '" The Ministry of State for Science and
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Technology also has a particular interest in the development of
advanced technology for defence purposes.!"?

In 1985, John Treddenick, a defence economist at the Royal
Military College of Canada, wrote about a 'neat coincidence of
interests forming among several federal bureaucracies.' As he
says:

On the one hand, the military is able to use the argument of economic
benefits to support funding of its programs; on the other, those
bureaucracies concerned with trade, industry, technology and regional
development are able to shape a large expenditure block in support of
their own program interests. This comf!1oninterest in military procure-
ment has the potential to generate considerable mutual support for
continuing and increasing military expenditures; at the very least,
internal opposition to such expenditures is considerably weakened. lIS

Significant momentum developed within these departments to
promote defence preparedness and industrial mobilization.

THE MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL LOBBIES

In addition to the bureaucratic interests within the Canadian
state, there is an expanding defence lobby in Canada comprising
influential non-governmental organizations such as the Business
Council on National Issues, the Conference of Defence Associa-
tions, the Federation of United Military Services, the Canadian
Defence Preparedness Association (formerly the American De-
fense Preparedness Association, Canadian chapter), the NATO
Industrial Advisory Group, the Canadian Institute of Strategic
Studies, and the Aerospace Industries Association of Canada.

As early as 1982, Kim Richard Nossal, a Canadian political
scientist, wrote of 'a well organized military lobby' in Canada
numbering somewhere between 500,000 and 3,000,000 mem-
bers.'"9 In a 1985 study of Canadian interest groups, Elizabeth
Riddell-Dixon also noted that 'Canadian veteran and military
interest groups comprise a large, well organized lobby which
makes representations to government on matters pertaining to
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national defence and to the health of the defence establishment in
Canada."?" Over the last eight years, numerous financial and
industrial interests merged with these military interest groups to
form a stronger coalition. Together, they played an influential
role in determining the government's decisions on defence-
related issues.

In 1981, the Business Council on National Issues (BCNI)
launched a Task Force on Foreign Policy and Defence. BCNI'S
interest in defence affairs coincided with a major shift of
transnational capital into Western military industries.121 There
was a growing recognition of the financial opportunities arising
from heightened Cold War tensions and the American arms
buildup. Of the eleven chief executive officers on the BCNItask
force, six represented corporations engaged in defence contract-
ing: CAE Industries, ITT Canada, Control Data, Honeywell,
EH-Industries, and the SNCGroup. 122 Taking advantage of their
extensive contacts within government and cordial relations with
several ministers of defence, their task force received high-level
briefings at NATOand NORADheadquarters.v'" In their publica-
tions and presentations, the BCNI emphasized the Soviet threat
and the need for a Canadian military buildup.

The BCNIis a powerful organization, and has become the senior
voice of business in Canada since it was founded in 1976. It is
composed of the chief executive officers of 150 major companies
operating in Canada - most of which are multinational corpora-
tions - representing assets of $750 billion dollars and employing
over 1i million Canadians. This stature has enabled them to
exert an enormous influence over government policy in the last
decade. To cite one example, the Business Council was the chief
architect and the major proponent of the Canada-u .5. 'free' trade
agreement. 124

The Conference of Defence Associations (CDA)was established
in Ottawa in 1932 to study problems of defence and security and
to promote the efficiency and well-being of the Canadian Armed
Forces. It is now composed of twelve member associations
representing various branches of the Canadian Armed Forces, as
well as a number of associate members. The CDArepresents some
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300,000 serving or retired military personnel. Each of its twelve
member associations is a national group with regional branches.
According to an in-house information sheet, the CDA, which
comprises 'leaders in governments, business and professions,
should be viewed as a highly motivated, competent, independent
spokesman for National Defence.'

The CDA is not as independent as it suggests. With funding and
organizational support from the Department of National De-
fence, it is the only directly funded lobby for a department in
Ottawa. With direct access to both the prime minister and the
minster of defence, its influence has been undeniable. The CDA

has been recognized by the federal government as the 'voice of
defence,' and is accorded treatment consistent with that recogni-
tion.125

In response to urging by the minister of national defence, the
CDA opened an institute in 1987 to bolster itsprofile and to begin
public education on defence issues. In the past five years the CDA

has published several books on issues such as defence industrial
mobilization and the Soviet threat to Europe and started its own
magazine, Forum, which is circulated to approximately 12,000

readers.v" In the words of past Associate Defence Minister
Harvie Andre: 'The Conference of Defence Associations is a
nation-wide organization which also has important connections
with corporate, government and academic structures. It is truly a
bridge to important sectors of the public. By exploiting your full
potential you could expand and co-ordinate the defence informa-
tion work done by all the agencies ... and above all effectively
convey it into the public dornain.?"?

The Canadian Institute of Strategic Studies (CISS) was initially
founded by Brigadier-General George Bell. The majority of its
more than six hundred members are either serving in or retired
from the armed forces. The business community and the general
public are also represented in the Institute. The CISS is an
associatemember of the Conference of Defence Associations. As
with most other Canadian military, strategic-studies, and
international-affairs institutes and schools, a significant percent-
age of CISS funding has been derived from the Department of
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National Defence. 128The Donner Foundation and Litton Indus-
tries were also major financial supporters of the CISS in 1987.129
Elizabeth Riddell-Dixon notes that a 'particular area of interest to
the Institute has been Canada's inability to mobilize for anything
beyond a very limited short war. A further source of concern is
the fact that both Canada and its NATO allies have focused on
nuclear weapons, for economic reasons, and let their convention-
al capabilities slide. In addition, the Institute recognizes the
importance of Canada's industrial strategy to it'snational defence.' 13°

According to their own literature, the Canadian chapter of the
American Defense Preparedness Association (ADPA) was formed
in November 1983 in order to

improve communication within the Canadian-v.s. Defence
Community (i.e. Canadian Defence Industry, Canadian Govern-
ment Departments involved in defence and their V.S. counterparts);

- work with the Canadian government to increase opportunities for
Canadian Defence exports;
provide a collective voice within ADPA for Canadian corporate and
individual members of the Association.

This organization grew from an initial membership of 160 to over
400 individual and 27 corporate members within three years.'>'
The chapter was renamed the Canadian Defence Preparedness
Association (CDPA) in 1987. In its own words, it provides 'a vital
liaison among science, industry, and government on an array of
subjects affecting national defence preparedness,' and 'strength-
ened ties among all elements of the defence community ... in a
mission to promote public awareness about national defence
needs.v'" As CDPA'S president, Rear-Admiral Dudley AlIen (ret.),
says, 'This association is about communication; between govern-
ment and industry executives, and between military users and the
industry that must support them."33 The CDPA is an associate
member of the Conference of Defence Associations.

PROMOTING THE NEW AGENDA

As previously noted, military-industrial interests were set back by
the short-war thesis and the low level of attention accorded to
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defence preparedness. These associations were at the forefront of
an effort to change these policies. They adopted a loose division
of labour in order to organize, lobby, publish, recruit, support,
and develop a stronger defence constituency. Their seemingly
unrelated initiatives all contributed to reversing the short-war
policy. In the course of the last decade they have had a profound
effect on changing Canadian defence policy.

Realizing that the support of an organized industrial lobby was
needed to offset the short-war policy, WilliamJ. Yost, director of
operations for the Conference of Defence Associations, decided
in the early 1980s to contact military-industrial representatives in
Washington for assistance.v+ Shortly thereafter, the American
Defense Preparedness Association decided to organize a Canadi-
an chapter based in Ottawa.t'" Since then, the ADPA (Canadian
chapter) and the conference of Defence Associations have been at
the forefront of efforts to formalize the North American Defence
Industrial Base. In September 1988, the Canadian and American
Defence Preparedness associations joined the Department of
National Defence and u.s. Department of Defense in eo-hosting
the ninth conference on the integration of the North American
Defence Industrial Base.

Aside from promoting defence preparedness and industrial
mobilization, the CDA was also active in arranging Canada's
integration within a North American Defence Industrial Base. 136

In 1983 Yost wrote about a number of agencies and departments
interested in improving Canada's defence capability. He suggest-
ed a need for greater co-ordination and stressed that 'a closer
military-industrial capability should be forged through these
agencies.l'"? Among the list of supportive agencies mentioned
were provincial governments, the Senate, the NATO Industrial
Advisory Group, the Canadian Institute of Strategic Studies, and
the American Defense Preparedness Association.P" He also
mentioned that 'there are a large number of industrial associa-
tions which have a close interest in specific aspects of Defence
Industry Preparedness. 139

Also in the early 198os, Brigadier-General George Bell (ret.) a
fellow member of the CDA and director of the Canadian Institute
for Strategic Studies, was hired by the Business Council to
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co-ordinate their Task Force on Foreign and Defence Policy and
to help organize the draft of their defence position paper, entitled
'Canada's Defence Policy: Capability Versus Commitrnents.v+"
According to an informed source, the paper wasactually contract-
ed out to two American researchers at Georgetown University in
Washington. '4' Their first paper pointed to the 'overwhelming
military strength of the Soviet Union,' the necessity of improving
Canada's armed forces, and the inherent economic opportunities
for Canadian industry in so doing. It called for an 80 per cent real
increase in military spending over the next ten years, while
stressing the importance of defence industrial preparedness. '42

As previously mentioned, this BCNI task force was largely made
up of chief executive officers of multinational corporations, many
of which were engaged in defence contracting. '43 In their
deliberations and testimony before various government commit-
tees, they brought in spokespersons who were also active in the
CDA, the CISS, and the ADPNCC. Among their advisors were
Brigadier-General George Bell (ret.); John Halstead, Canada's
ex-ambassador to NATO; and C.R. Nixon, a past deputy minister
of defence. '44The Department of National Defence assisted the
BCNI task force with planning, travel arrangements, and briefings.
In a speech to the annual general meeting of the Conference of
Defence Associations, Tom d'Aquino, president and chief execu-
tive officer of the BCNI, boasted: 'Only two months ago, on a
second visit to NATO by Business Council members, General
Bernard Rogers, among others, praised the council's initiative
and said that it was a model for the involvement of non-military
organizations in NATO countries.' d'Aquino went on to stress that
'Canadians willneed to be convinced that greater sacrifices in the
bolstering of our defences will contribute to maintaining peace,
and ultimately to reducing the chances of war. If we fail in
communicating this idea, do not be surprised if the support the
government is seeking for its new defence policy does not
materialize ... You have a stake, we have a stake, in making sure
the momentum continues."45

In 1985, the BCNI helped ensure that the representatives of the
military-industrial associations would obtain a greater say in the
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security decision-making process. They proposed to the minister
of national defence that 'measures to improve the effectiveness of
the Canadian Defence Industrial Base should be developed in full
consultation and co-operation with industry.v+" The BCNI asked
that 'a forum be established through which the private sector
could advise the Minister on matters of mutual concern.v+? In
response, Erik Nielsen, the minister of national defence, replied
that 'it may be well to Canada's advantage to have a parallel group
such as Mr. Weinberger's Defence Policy Advisory Group."48
Nielsen's successor, Perrin Beatty, formalized the arrangement in
1987. As he put it, 'To create a partnership with industry, the
principal vehicle will be the Defence Industrial Preparedness
Advisory Committee (DIPAC). This committee, which I established
last year, brings together a small group of chief executive officers
and others with whom I can discuss policy issues ... This
non-partisan group, with its wealth of experience and knowledge,
willbe an invaluable source of advice and innovative proposals. '49
Peter Cameron, who originally chaired the BCNI Task Force on
Foreign and Defence Policy, was chosen to eo-chair the DIPAC

along with Beatty. According to Tom Savage, the current chair of
the task force, the DIPAC was also co-ordinated to raise the visibility
of armed-forces issues; make credible the need for greater
defence spending; and organize the international consortia
necessary if Canada was going to develop a defence industrial
base. '50

The BCNI, the ADPA (Canadian chapter), the CDA, and the
Department of National Defence maintained a close working
relationship. They consulted with the minister of defence and
with one another over a variety of issues such as the content of the
government's defence white paper, the promotion of a North
American Defence Industrial Base, and the formation of a
Defence Industrial Preparedness Advisory Committee.

For example, the BCNI Task Force on Foreign and Defence
Policy asked officials in the Department of National Defence to
comment on the draft of their position paper and to advise about
an appropriate time to schedule release of the paper. '5' On
previous occasions, the defence department requested assistance
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from the Business Council, the American Defense Preparedness
Association, and the Conference of Defence Associations. '52
According to the BeNI chairman, David Culver: 'It is not an
accident that we had a lot of help from Defence Department
people in making our Task Force report ... The same experts
were working on both sides of the street."53

Such close collaboration with private industry and industrial
associations was inevitable when the government undertook its
review of Canada's defence industrial base in 1984. '54 When the
Defence Industrial Preparedness Task Force was established it
continued to consult with the military-industrial lobby on an
ongoing basis. This DND task force sought not only input and
advice from the private sector but also active political support to
sell defence preparedness in what they described as an 'adverse
government / public environment.v "

It was hardly surprising, then, that the report of the Task Force
on Defence Industrial Preparedness 'advocated a stepped-up
cooperative (government/private sector) effort, with a national
advisory committee to strengthen planning within a single-
market Canadian-u.s. continentalist framework.v='' Edgar Dos-
man wrote that 'National Defence, in its own way, is also cheering
on free trade.">?

It became common practice for the Conservative government
to request private-sector support for its defence policies. In a
speech to a Montreal audience, Defence Minister Perrin Beatty
exhorted business leaders to participate: 'We will require indus-
try's support to help us make the policy work. Indeed, we will
need the support of the whole business community as we move
forward with the many defence projects necessary, over the years,
to meet the requirements of the new defence policy."58 Dosman
indicates that the systematic courting of regional and corporate
support became a more specialized aspect of DND'S public-
relations campaign. '59 Certainly this was not the first time that a
minister of national defence had requested the support of the
business community. In 1979 Barney Danson, the Liberal de-
fence minister, attempted to recruit business support. Although
his efforts appeared unsuccessful at the time, his request may
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have caught the attention of business leaders and inspired their
subsequent involvement. According to James Fleck, a chief
executive who sits on the Business Council of National Issues, the
BCN! became involved in defence policy owing to 'the interests of a
small number of BCN! members, some of whom were supplying
the defence industry, and a request from government to do
something in that area."60

The thrust of the defence white paper wasstrongly endorsed by
the Business Council on ational Issues, the Conference of
Defence Associations, the American/Canadian Defence Prepared-
ness Association, and the Canadian Institute of Strategic Studies.
With the release of the white paper, there wasa tendency to defend
it as a bold initiative on the part of the government, but one
that may yet be insufficient to meet Canadian defence require-
ments. Writing on the need to consolidate the North American
defence industrial base and acquire the 'defence equipment
programmes set out in the White paper and others, though
unannounced, that are needed,' Brigadier-General Bell warned:

Success will depend on concerted action by government, business
associations and defence-related associations and institutes to ensure
that the necessary public and political initiatives are undertaken and
maintained ... But we must realize that this isonly phase one of what will
be a long and difficult campaign. Those of us in the defence,
international relations, industrial preparedness and strategic studies
communities who have been pressing, for almost fifteen years, for a
more realistic approach to defence and security policy cannot afford to
'rest on our oars.T"

According to Brigadier-General Yost (ret.), 'Everyone of the
recommendations made in the book, Industrial Mobilization For
Canada, was adopted by the Covernment.v'" He acknowledged
that 'Doing away with the short-war policy wasa long struggle that
took a lot of effort and over 10 years. It was finally accepted that
we need a long-war policy with defence forces and a defence
industrial base to support it. We now see a radical change of heart
in this government in favour of it. It has been endorsed in the new
White Paper and they are pursing it energetically.v'i>
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Partly in response to pressure from these organizations as well
as in an effort to promote the new white paper, the Department of
National Defence expanded the Directorate of Information and
created a new Directorate of Public Policy. A Department of
National Defence Speakers Bureau (complete with media consul-
tants) wasorganized to help promote the white paper and explain
the Soviet threat. 164 The Canadian Institute of Strategic Studies
was hired by the ONO to train officers for the speakers bureau.
Over three hundred officers were trained in the first quarter of
1988. The CISS, which had its own speakers bureau and a
high-school curriculum program developed to counterbalance
the peace movement, also had agreements with NATO'S Informa-
tion Service to conduct a national/regional speakers tour. 165 As
Edgar Dosman observed, 'nxn-financed programs developed
momentum, particularly the Canadian Institute of Strategic
Studies (Toronto) and the Military and Strategic Studies (MSS)
program which underwent a 50 per cent expansion.Y"

Throughout this 'campaign,' representatives of the military-
industrial lobby were conscious of the need to stress international
tensions and the existence of an overwhelming Soviet threat. A
shift to defence preparedness, industrial mobilization, and a
long-war policy depended upon their ability to mould public
opinion. Repeatedly, organizations such as the COA and the BCNI

stressed the importance of getting the message of the Soviet
threat out to Canadians.i''? In turn, the government and the
Department of National Defence presented an inflated threat
assessment in the defence white paper - exceeding those of the
Pentagon and the International Institute for Strategic Studies. 168

Defence Minister Perrin Beatty and his assistant deputy minister
for policy,Robert Fowler, repeatedly warned of an overwhelming
Soviet threat that jeopardizes Canada's security. They com-
plained that the Warsaw Pact had a 3: 1 superiority in military
divisionsand weapon systems such as tanks and attack-helicopters.
They also pointed out that the West no longer had an edge in
technological superiority. 169

The figures that Perrin Beatty and his staff presented were
even questioned by retired senior officers who attested that there
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was a sufficient balance of forces between NATO and the Warsaw
Pact. Admiral Robert Falls, previously chief of defence staff and
chair of NATO'S Military Committee, noted in testimony before the
Senate Standing Committee on National Defence that there is
internal pressure to inflate the threat assessment and that it is
'usually performed by people who work for people who are trying
to get increases in their defence budgets."?" It is clear that a
number of individuals, organizations, and departments were
going to great lengths - often far beyond accepted political norms
- to promote these new defence initiatives.

In their efforts to deliver the message of 'defence' to Cana-
dians, ONO and the military-industrial lobbies were counting on
support from politicians, universities, and groups such as the
Canadian Legion. '7' The total-defence concept was proposed as a
measure that would win over more public support."?"

Whether out of desperation or as a marketing tactic the defence
agenda of 1987 was often portrayed as the only option open to
Canadians. The address of Colonel H.A.J. Hutchinson, former
chairman of the Conference of Defence Associations, to the COA'S

1985 annual meeting is typical:

I would say that the Total Defence of Canada requires much more than
just the support of the Canadian Armed Forces, it involves the
organization of our total economy, our industrial base, towards a single
objective - the defence of this country. And implicit in that concept is the
commitment to a willingness to accept whatever sacrifices in our lifestyle
and the waywe do business and the way we operate that may be required
to go along with that to achieve that goal. It therefore follows that such a
commitment can only be made if the Canadian people perceive that it is
necessary and that, in fact, it is the only course of action that is open to
them.'?"

In January 1984 the COA made the first proposal to the govern-
ment for the adoption of a Total Defence concept. It stated that
warfare has become a struggle in which the total resources of
nations are committed and are vital to victory. '74 Essentially,
however, the goal was to develop a broader base of support for
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increasing defence spending. As Brigadier General Yost (ret.)
notes, 'There is a need in Canada to have a Total Defence
approach to national security matters - without this we will never
get an informed, supportive public.v "

Perrin Beatty conceded that a similar rationale was behind the
proposal to triple Canada's reserve force. In a letter to BCNI

President Thomas d'Aquino, he wrote, 'As you and other
Business Council members obviously appreciate, one of the very
real ways National Defence can gain public support is by the
Reserves resuming their traditional place in the community.Tt''
This idea was first suggested in a pilot-scheme prepared for the
Department of National Defence by Major John Hasek in 1976.
Hasek proposed recruiting large numbers of unemployed young
Canadians to serve both as a reserve force and as a means by which
the military might be reintegrated into Canadian society. 177
Stressing the public-relations potential of a large war-ready
reserve force to 'familiarize the population with arms and armies,'
Hasek notes that for the military, 'the biggest problem is to
generate the right climate of opinion in which the necessary
changes become politically feasible. Only then will it be possible to
overcome all the entrenched resistance to change."?" Hasek's idea
was initially supported by the Conference of Defence Associa-
tions. As early as 1977, the CDA recommended that the govern-
ment should begin developing mobilization plans for several
levels of forces - 150,000, 200,000, and 250,000.179

The business community strongly endorsed the proposal to
expand the reserves. Following the release of the white paper,
Peter Cameron of the BCNI task force told the Standing Commit-
tee on National Defence that 'reserves play a significant role in
generating public understanding of, and support for, Canadian
defence and security policy ... We are pleased by plans to expand
the reserves to some 90,000, but more needs to be done.'180

In the words of BC NI Chairman David Culver: 'The BCNI has yet
to do a job on selling that defence paper to the public; we have
been so busy selling our version of the trade deal. As soon as the
trade deal is out of the way, I think our number one effort will be
on defence in 1989.'181
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THE EMERGENCE OF THE MILITAR Y-INDUSTRIAL

COMPLEX IN CANADA?

The shift to a long-war policy, industrial mobilization, and a
total-force concept marked the culmination of efforts exerted by
an alliance of five influential constituencies: the defence industry,
the Department of National Defence, other elements of the state
bureaucracy, the military-industrial lobbies, and the government.
The Conservatives inherited an agenda that already had consid-
erable momentum behind it. They gave it a further boost. This
alliance was bound together by a common interest in the
promotion of the defence industry and the re-equipment pro-
gram of the armed forces. The process which led to these shifts in
Canadian defence policy was long and complex, engaging many
organizations, military services, industrial interests, and govern-
mental institutions - as groups and individuals - all engaged in a
search for solutions that would best serve their economic,
political, and bureaucratic interests, as well as their personal
career and corporate ambitions.

Back in 1972, Colin Gray wrote that 'the parliamentary system
of government effectively precludes the formation and more
sinister activities of any military-industrial complex (MIC), while
the scale of defence expenditure in Canada is too limited for it to
have gained a total number of constituents that would be
politically very significant. Unlike the situation in the United
States, Canada's legislators are very seldom in a position to
influence major procurement decisions.v'" In the intervening
period, Canadian academics and defence analysts have tended to
discount the possibility that Canadian policy might be unduly
influenced by a military-industrial complex. The concept of such
a complex has either been considered too 'radical' or inappro-
priate in the Canadian context. However, it is worth noting where
and how this concept originated.

The term was first associated with President Eisenhower who,
in his celebrated farewell address, warned against the danger of
unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the
military-industrial complex. As a former general and army chief
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of staff, he was concerned about the economic and political pow-
er that developed when military and industrial interests con-
verged. ,83 'The total influence - economic, political and even
spiritual- is felt in every city, every state house, every office of the
federal government.',84 Although Eisenhower felt that his coun-
try had been compelled to create an immense military establish-
ment and a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions,
he was worried about the implications:

We recognize the imperative need for this development. Yet we must
not fail to comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources and
livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. In the
councils of government we must guard against the acquisition of
unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military-
industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced
power exists and will persist. We must never let the weight of this
combination endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should
take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can
compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military
machinery of defense with our peaceful methods and goals so that
security and liberty may prosper together.,·85

Eisenhower was pointing to a phenomenon that troubled him and
one which others have seen developing in many other coun-
tries. ,86This phenomenon was the development of a co-operative
relationship between the armed forces, the defence industries,
and related associations, a relationship based on compatible and
often common interests, which provides sufficient political and
economic power to influence the formulation of national policy .' 87

As Marek Thee cautions, such a complex should not be
oversimplified and seen as a monolithic, like-minded entity in
pursuit of power, privileges, and profit. .88 Within any such
complex there are a wide variety of concerns ranging from
electoral politics to inter-service rivalry to profit maximization.
But as Ball and Millard suggest, the interpenetration and
interdependence between the political, the economic, and the
military spheres tends to create a cohesive complex whose un-
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doubted tensions seldom override common interests. 18
9 Although

there are various conceptions of a military-industrial complex, it
can be seen as a natural association based on a perception of
common interests in national security and economic gains. Dan
and Ron Smith point out that 'the military-industrial complex, in
general, functions not on the basis of conspiracy (though that
happens) nor on the basis of bribery and corruption (though they
also happen, especially if one recognizes that not all bribery is
legally corrupt). Rather, it functions on the basis of a structural
pairing that inevitably develops into mutual interests.v?"

Modern industrialized states have large military establish-
ments, whether measured in terms of manpower, weapons, or
defence expenditure. 19

1 Canada obviously has neither the im-
mense military establishment nor the vast armaments industry
referred to by Eisenhower. But one cannot dismiss the existence
of a military-industrial complex simply on the basis of relative
size.Similar interests exist in every nation with armed forces and a
military industry. The extent to which these interests become
influential is determined not only by size but also by factors such
as the extent of public awareness and political control. After
Canada cut back on its defence effort in the early 197os, it appears
that public awareness and political control of these relations were
assumed to be unnecessary. In any case, regardless of how the
proponents of the aforementioned policies label themselves - as
an alliance, a constituency, or a network - it isclear that they came
to form a powerful (albeit smaller) military-industrial complex.
Although the various components - the armed forces, the
military industry, the bureaucracies, allies, politicians - have long
had some harmony of interests, it is really only within the last six
years that this entity has become a recognizable force in Canadian
politics.As one retired senior officer noted, 'This close association
between DND and the businessmen was not previously a normal
practice. We are definitely seeing a military-industrial complex.":"

The relationship between institutions such as DND, DOD, NATO,
DSS, DRIE, and External Affairs; associations such as BCNI, CDA,
clADPA, and CISS; and the government is based on their common
interest in promoting industrial mobilization and defence pre-
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paredness. Structural linkages have developed between the
defence, industrial, bureaucratic, and political sectors. Their
relationship is one of reciprocity, as each side needs what the
other has to offer. Lieutenant-Colonel Bland acknowledges that
'the careful blending of objectives and procedures must be of
prime concern to those who are attempting to operationalize the
defence-industrial concept as policy, because they will need the
widest possible constituency to achieve this aim. That constituen-
cy cannot hope to remain cohesive if the objectives of all its
constituents are not well served.'193

As the preceding pages document, numerous vested interests
are at stake within this constituency. While they may differ to the
extent that some are related to career, financial, or perceived
national interests, they are united by broadly compatible goals,
the operation of informal cross-institutional linkages, frequent
contacts, and structural interpenetration. In some cases, the
structural pairing may develop as a result of a common apprecia-
tion of a perceived problem. As one senior business council
executive expressed it, 'those of us in the business community just
tend to see eye-to-eye with the military on Canadian defence
issues.'194 None the less, one can hardly dismiss the fact that
the multinational corporations which the BeN! represents share
certain interests with the armed forces.

The structural pairing that underlies the military-industrial
complex is important in another sense. Canada and its allies,
particularly the United States, have developed defence relations
that are also based on mutual interests. Canada's complex is a far
smaller version, or branch plant, of the u.s. military-industrial
complex. As Ernie Regehr writes, 'In Canada the whole enter-
prise operates on a somewhat different scale, but the principles
are similar.'195 Given the advanced process of military and
economic integration between Canada and the United States, it
was probably to be expected that a similar pattern of military-
industrial relations would develop. But it is important to note that
other NATO nations were also pursuing similar patterns of military
and industrial development. 196

The origins of the military-industrial complex in Canada
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pre-date events occurring in the last "decade. It has developed
over time as a result of the process of military and economic
integration; the high level of Canadian military dependency; the
rapid restructuring and alienation of the armed forces in the
1960s and 1970s; the retention of significant military commit-
ments in the face of declining capabilities; the lack of a coherent
long-term industrial strategy; and the dependence of the Canadi-
an economy on access to the American market.

However, several relatively recent domestic and international
developments have also contributed to the influence of this
complex: the revitalization of the Cold War in the late 1970s; the
shift of transnational capital into the defence sectors of the
economy; the ascendance of neo-conservatism; the Reagan ad-
ministration's rearmament program; the ensuing export success
of the Canadian military industry; pressure from allies, particu-
larly the United States, to assume a larger share of the defence
burden and engage in conventional rearmament; the extension
of the u.s. military-industrial complex into Canada; the rapid
organization of a co-ordinated network of business, defence, and
defence-industry lobbies; bureaucratic momentum; and the Con-
servative government's endorsement of a shift to a long-war
policy entailing defence preparedness and industrial mobilization.

Canada's situation has obviously changed since Colin Gray
made his observations in 1972. Certainly, the stakes have in-
creased. In the last seven years there has been a steady stream of
senior defence officials and military professionals leaving the
Department of National Defence for lucrative careers as consul-
tants to defence contractors. 197 As one senior officer lamented in
1988, 'All myoid colleagues are now out selling weapons.vv"

The Conservative cabinet was particularly enthused about
using defence procurement as an industrial stimulus and a means
of regional development. Some cabinet members used defence
spending more crudely to bolster support within their constit-
uencies. 199 Non-strategic reasons have come to play an increasing-
ly significant role in both the selection and location of defence
production.t?"

The competition for Canadian defence contracts has been quite
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unprecedented. Once a contest between a few international
bidders, it now involves members of Parliament, federal bureauc-
racies, provincial governments, and municipalities. As Edgar
Dosman states:

Procurement has been marked, not by long-term planning, but by
increasing politicization. Moreover, it has become more sophisticated -
more 'Americanized' one might say. While pathetic examples of Latin
American-style corruption (such as land-flipping) make headlines in
the media, the far more dangerous tendency has been the deepening of
clientelism, or 'whirlpools' of government-DND-private sector influ-
ence that make a mockery of defence industrial base planning. The fact
is that each case is decided individually, with political competition built
into the process at every level.20I

The military-industrial complex has become a visible and active
participant in the policy-making process.'?" In 1988 Dosman
suggested that 'as the defence constituency broadens, there can be
some confidence that defence issues will not sink out of sight
again as they did in the 197os.'203 Having won the government's
commitment to defence preparedness, it was thought that this
constituency would become even more influential. 20

4 Dan Mid-
dlemiss wrote that 'in the long run, renewed interest in prepared-
ness could have far-reaching consequences for the Forces' mili-
tary doctrine, for the structure and orientation of Canada's
defence industry, for the level and allocation of defence expendi-
tures, for the role of government in industrial and emergency
planning, and for Canada's relations with its principal military
allies in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).205

CONCLUSION

There were some common factors involved in the decision to
pursue defence preparedness, industrial mobilization, a total-
force concept, a long-war policy, a Defence Industrial prepared-
ness Advisory Committee, an expansion of the reserves, and
integration into the North American Defence Industrial Base.
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Various interests were at stake. There were pressures arising in
and between Canada's bilateral and multilateral defence rela-
tions. But the change that was of real significance for defence
policy stemmed largely from domestic pressure. The conver-
gence of military, economic, political, and bureaucratic interests
constituted a power bloc strong enough to alter Canadian defence
policy.

The process of defence decision-making in the 1980s and the
substance of the Conservative government's 1987 defence policy
are both disturbing. Were the military-industrial complex to
consolidate power and influence, it would be all the more difficult
to pursue a new defence agenda. The symbiotic relationship that
has developed between these sectors could yet present a formida-
ble obstacle impeding Canada from adopting independent peace
and common-security initiatives.v'"

Developing a potential capacity to wage protracted conven-
tional war would have entailed the militarization of Canadian
economic, social, and foreign relations. A policy of 'military
Keynesianism' designed to serve military and industrial interests
would not bode well for the long-term interests of the Canadian
public.
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